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Abstract: Chronic vulvar pain or discomfort for which no obvious etiology can be found, i.e., vulvodynia, can affect up to 16% of women. It may affect girls and women across all age groups and ethnicities. Vulvodynia is a significant burden to society, the health care system, the affected woman, and her intimate partner. The etiology is multifactorial and may involve local injury or inflammation, and peripheral and/or central sensitization of the nervous system. An approach to the diagnosis and management of a woman presenting with chronic vulvar pain should address the biological, psychological, and social/interpersonal factors that contribute to her illness. The gynecologist has a key role in excluding other causes for vulvar pain, screening for psychosexual and pelvic floor dysfunction, and collaborating with other health care providers to manage a woman's pain. An important component of treatment is patient education regarding the pathogenesis of the pain and the negative impact of experiencing pain on a woman's overall quality of life. An individualized, holistic, and often multidisciplinary approach is needed to effectively manage the woman's pain and pain-related distress.
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Introduction

The International Society for the Study of Vulvar Diseases defines vulvodynia as chronic pain or discomfort involving the vulva for more than 3 months and for which no obvious etiology can be found.¹ If the etiology is evident (e.g., lichen sclerosus), then the woman has chronic vulvar pain secondary to lichen sclerosus, not vulvodynia. Thus, vulvodynia is a diagnosis of exclusion. In fact, women with vulvodynia often do not use the word “pain” to describe their discomfort. Rather they use phrases such as itching, burning, stinging, irritation, stabbing, and/or rawness. The classification of vulvodynia is currently based on a description of the pain. A woman’s symptoms may be “generalized” to the whole vulva (generalized vulvodynia) or “localized” to a specific area such as the clitoris (clitorodynia) or the vestibule of the vagina (vestibulodynia). The pain may be “provoked” (caused by direct touch, inserting a tampon, or sexual touch), “unprovoked” (present without touch), or have a “mixed” pattern.²

The characteristics of a woman’s pain may wax and wane over time. Thus, the classification of vulvodynia is not exclusive and there is often overlap between the categories.² A woman may initially notice pain at the vaginal opening during sexual contact (“it only hurts when I have intercourse”), then begin to notice monthly episodes of unprovoked vestibular discomfort (“it feels like I get a yeast infection every month before my period”), and finally, daily episodes of unprovoked vulvar discomfort (“I feel burning...
all over the vulva all the time”). Thus, the same woman may be “diagnosed” with provoked vestibulodynia (PVD) or generalized vulvodynia depending on when she seeks help from a clinician. Over the years, descriptive terms have evolved. For example, the terms “dysesthetic vulvodynia”, “essential vulvodynia”, and “burning vulvar syndrome” have all been used in the past in lieu of the current term “generalized vulvodynia”. Given the confusion about terms, it is important that the clinician understands that these terms are descriptors and not distinct disease entities. The term vulvodynia, however, is helpful in validating to women that chronic vulvar pain can occur in the absence of any obvious etiology and that it is a recognized legitimate medical condition.

Vulvodynia affects women of all ages, reproductive stages, and ethnicities. The lifetime prevalence of this condition has been estimated at 8%, and this prevalence remains constant across all decades up to the age of 70 years. The bulk of the literature regarding vulvodynia focuses on PVD because this appears to be the most common clinical presentation. PVD is also thought to be the most common cause of sexual pain in women under the age of 30 years and typically affects women 20–40 years of age.

Vulvodynia is a significant burden to society, the health care system, the affected woman, her family, and/or her intimate partner. It has been estimated that the annual economic burden of vulvodynia in the US is $31–$72 billion. This cost includes direct health care costs, indirect health care costs (eg, transportation to hospital), and indirect societal costs (eg, sick leave). Secondly, vulvodynia is a significant burden to the health care system. Women with vulvodynia may seek help from multiple health care providers, including family doctors, gynecologists, dermatologists, urologists, and alternative health practitioners. These clinicians may not be familiar with the symptoms and/or signs of vulvodynia. This results in multiple visits to health care providers, and ultimately a delay in diagnosis and management. Even when the clinician recognizes the symptoms as being compatible with vulvodynia, he or she may be stymied as to how to manage the woman’s pain. Standard evidence-based practice guidelines do not exist for the management of vulvodynia. Thus, caring for women with vulvodynia is often perceived as a real challenge. Not surprisingly, the health care provided to women with vulvodynia is often not perceived as helpful by the women. It is important to note that many women “suffer in silence” and do not seek medical help. In one telephone survey, less than half of women who met screening criteria for vulvodynia reported seeking medical help.

Thirdly, vulvodynia has a significant negative impact on a woman’s psychosexual health and overall quality of life. The chronicity of vulvar pain may result in women experiencing frustration, anxiety, chronic stress and depression. Many women with vulvodynia experience pain with sexual activity and the majority report sexual difficulties. Women with PVD report diminished sexual self-esteem, satisfaction, interest, and arousal (decreased lubrication and inability to achieve orgasm). They also report a restricted repertoire of sexual behavior. Women with PVD often refuse a partner’s sexual advances and avoid sexual contact in an effort to reduce or avoid pain. They describe having to plan and/or mentally prepare themselves for sex. Considerably less research has focused on experiences of lesbian women with PVD, although my clinical experience is that they appear to be affected in the same ways as heterosexual women.

The chronic nature of the pain and the woman’s response to that pain has an adverse effect on her interpersonal relationships. For example, a woman may stay at home because of severe daily pain and thus become socially isolated. If the woman is unable to work and/or contribute to household activities, this may place a burden on other members of her household. Sexual partners witness and react to a woman’s experience of sexual pain. This may affect their own sexual health, and their reactions may also facilitate or diminish the woman’s pain. Over half of couples dealing with sexual pain secondary to PVD reported viewing themselves as different from other “sexually healthy couples” and needing to make special accommodations to the woman’s vulvar pain.

The gynecologist in general practice plays a pivotal role in helping woman with vulvodynia. The purpose of this paper is to provide guidance for the clinician who may be unfamiliar with the diagnosis and/or the principles of how a biopsychosocial model can be applied to the effective treatment of women with vulvodynia. At the beginning of my clinical practice, my management of women with vulvodynia focused on medical and surgical interventions to address the biological pain. After 15 years of practice exclusively in the area of vulvovaginal diseases, those interventions have been replaced by other therapies that my experience and evidence supports to be equally if not more effective. This paper introduces the clinician to psychologic and behavioral therapies that may be integrated into his or her own practice and/or provided in collaboration with other health care professionals to help reduce a woman’s pain and pain-related distress secondary to vulvodynia.

**Etiology**

Women with vulvodynia are often very distressed about not being able to identify a “cause” for their pain. The etiology
of vulvodynia is uncertain and likely multifactorial. There is debate about whether the pain is primarily caused by a local insult or injury, or a maladaptive peripheral and/or maladaptive central pain processing mechanism. At a local level, there may be an initial trigger that causes inflammation and/or injury affecting the vulva. This results in repetitive stimulation of pain receptors and ultimately receptor or nerve damage (nociceptive pain). Allergic contact dermatitis and yeast or other urogenital infections have all been proposed as causes for inflammation. Women may identify trauma as precipitating their pain. Direct injury to their vulva (eg, episiotomy) or indirect injury (eg, back or hip injury) to the pelvic floor may be recalled as preceding the pain. Other women report the onset of pain to be associated with a hormonal trigger (eg, starting the birth control pill, postpartum amenorrhea, or perimenopause). Chronic local inflammation may result in an increase in: neurotransmitters and immune-mediated factors; proliferation of unmyelinated nerve fibers; chronic stimulation of afferent primary c fibers; and chronic stimulation of the dorsal horn cells in the spinal cord. Histologic evidence of local changes to the vestibular skin in women with PVD includes chronic inflammatory infiltration, including increased mast cells and plasma cells, and increased nerve fibers. Thus, the acute nociceptive pain may result first in peripheral sensitization and ultimately central sensitization, ie, neuropathic pain. This sensitization prolongs the symptoms long after the original tissue injury.

Conversely, the initial trigger may not involve peripheral sensitization of the vulva, but rather begin with generalized urogenital, pelvic, and/or central nervous sensitivity. Women with vulvodynia have been found to have bladder sensitivity, urinary urgency, and frequency. Further, women with complaints of urinary burning have been found to be at increased risk for developing vulvodynia. Pelvic sensitivity may be secondary to injury and/or inflammation of the pelvic organs and/or musculoskeletal components of the pelvis. Women with secondary PVD may report an antecedent history of chronic pelvic pain and/or deep dyspareunia. Women with vulvodynia have been found to have generalized hypersensitivity, a decreased pain threshold in the vulvar area as well as other areas of the body, and enhanced pain processing.

Central sensitization may in fact precede the peripheral sensitization. It may be triggered by a noxious stimulus or an innocuous stimulus. For example, it has been proposed that some people are more likely to develop chronic pain after an injury because of their reaction to the pain. The “fear avoidance model of pain” suggests that people can react to pain by either confronting (adaptive response) or avoiding (maladaptive response) the pain. Those who avoid it, demonstrate pain-related fear, pain-related anxiety, and hypervigilance of perceived impending pain, leading to avoidance behavior. Women with PVD demonstrate many of these maladaptive emotional, cognitive, and behavioral reactions to their pain. They catastrophize about their pain, ie, think about the pain (ruminate), exaggerate the pain (magnification of pain), and fear their pain. While these reactions to the experience of pain are understandable, they may have a key role in developing chronic pain after an injury. As previously noted, a partner’s solicitous responses (eg, expressing sympathy and comfort) or negative responses (eg, expressing anger or hurt) to a woman’s sexual pain may reinforce her maladaptive response to sexual pain.

A noxious input to the central nervous system may not be necessary if the system is sufficiently primed or sensitized. Basson proposed that if the system is sufficiently sensitized (eg, by chronic stress), it may be activated by a low-threshold innocuous stimulus. Thus, central sensitization may not only be responsible for acute pain becoming chronic, but may in fact be the cause of the original pain. Women with sexual pain secondary to PVD have been found to have psychologic vulnerabilities that may lead to chronic psychologic distress. Women with a prior history of anxiety and/or depression were found to be four times more likely to develop PVD. Women with PVD have also been described as having anxiety-like predispositions, being perfectionists, and fearful of negative evaluation. While some of these reactions may result from chronic vulvar pain, in other cases these vulnerabilities were present before the onset of pain, and may have altered key central pain processing mechanisms. It is important to note that there does not appear to be a reported increase in the prevalence of emotional, physical, or sexual abuse in this group when compared with the population at large.

These etiologic theories position vulvodynia as a neurogenic disorder. However, some authors have suggested that vulvodynia is a somatoform or functional pain disorder, ie, a type of somatic pain syndrome similar to fibromyalgia, interstitial cystitis, and/or irritable bowel syndrome. A functional pain disorder is one where the patient experiences chronic pain (>3 months) for which there is no known cause or any visible physical injury or disease, and the pain causes clinically significant distress or impairment. The association of vulvodynia with other common chronic pelvic pain conditions like interstitial cystitis, irritable bowel syndrome, and chronic pelvic pain may support this hypothesis. Forty-five...
percent of women with vulvodynia report having at least one of the following chronic pain conditions: chronic fatigue syndrome, endometriosis, fibromyalgia, interstitial cystitis, or irritable bowel syndrome.37

It is often impossible for a woman with vulvodynia and/or her clinician to confidently identify a single biological “cause” for her pain. Successful treatment of a woman's vulvodynia goes beyond identifying a single trigger for the pain, prescribing a single medical treatment, and/or following a generic “vulvodynia” algorithm. The chronicity of the pain predictably gives rise to significant problems concerning a woman’s psychological, sexual, and pelvic floor health. It may be unclear whether these comorbidities are causative, associative, or as a result of the vulvodynia. However, the diagnosis and treatment of women with vulvodynia involves recognition and assessment of all the factors influencing her experience of pain. The focus of treatment should be on the woman in pain, and not the pain in isolation.

Clinical diagnosis
Assessment and effective management of a woman with vulvodynia needs to be individualized. Given the confusion regarding the terminology related to vulvodynia, this section discusses management of the woman’s symptoms, ie, daily chronic vulvar pain and/or sexual pain. The gynecologist should inform the patient at the beginning of the first visit that it will require more than one appointment to complete her assessment and develop an appropriate management plan. Table 1 highlights the different aspects of patient assessment and counseling that may be spread over several visits.

Patient interview
The goals of the first clinical interview are: to gather relevant information about the patient's pain and her medical and psychosexual history; validate that the patient’s pain is real; provide education and support; and provide recommendations regarding skin care and symptom management. A detailed pain history should be obtained from the patient (Table 2). Providing a pain diary for patients to complete can help identify factors that influence their pain. Physicians need to consider a broad differential diagnosis when assessing vulvar complaints (Table 3). A thorough medical, surgical history, and systems review is necessary to exclude another clinical diagnosis (eg, recurrent yeast vaginitis, endometriosis) that may be contributing to her chronic vulvar symptoms.

At the first visit, basic screening questions should be asked regarding a woman’s psychosexual history. In particular, the woman should be asked what the impact of her pain has been on her life. How has her sex life changed? More detailed information regarding her past psychosexual history may be deferred until subsequent visits when rapport is established. Many women have been made to feel that the “pain is all in their heads” and thus may be defensive about this line of questioning and withhold information. However, screening questions may identify factors that could be contributing to her pain and pain-related distress, such as a history of abuse, current relationship problems, and ongoing mood disorders. In these situations, a referral to an appropriate health care provider (eg, sexual therapist, psychologist, relationship counselor) for further assessment and care may be indicated.

Key symptoms from the history
Women with moderate to severe daily chronic pain are often postmenopausal and report constant burning or aching pain that affects the entire vulva and may even radiate onto the thighs, buttocks, and up into the abdomen. Classically, nothing seems to provoke the pain, “it is just there all of the time”, ie, generalized unprovoked vulvodynia. The pain may interfere with wearing clothing, walking, sitting for

| Table 1 Goals for assessment and initial management of vulvodynia |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| Focus of encounter | Visit 1 | Visit 2 | Visit 3 |
| Clinical history: in-depth pain history | × |
| Examination to exclude other causes | × |
| Patient education: diagnosis | × |
| Recommend: skin care, symptom control | × |
| Follow-up discussion: review pain diary | × |
| In-depth sexual history | × |
| Patient education: psychosexual “fall out” | × |
| Counseling: sexual | × |
| Repeat examination: assess pelvic floor | × |
| Teach pelvic floor exercises | × |
| Individualize treatment recommendations | × |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Pain history</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P Precipitates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Provokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Palliates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Severity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T Temporal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T Treatment tried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
long periods, and sleep. Typically, sexual activity does not significantly aggravate this constant pain. The patient's goal of treatment is usually relief of the daily vulvar pain. Women who suffer from daily vulvar discomfort may be unable to participate in activities of daily living. In severe cases, they may become housebound and unable to carry out household chores, work, and/or socialize.7

In contrast, women reporting vestibular sensitivity that results in sexual pain are usually younger. They often describe feeling like the vagina is too small when penetration is attempted, that there is something “blocking” the vagina, or “tearing” of the skin at the perineum after intercourse. These symptoms and signs may be suggestive of associated hyper-tonicity of the pelvic floor muscles. After intercourse they report distressing vestibular burning and external dysuria that may last for hours. Typically, if the woman avoids inserting anything into her vagina, she is pain-free. Thus, the goal of treatment is usually the relief of the distressing sexual pain. As the degree of the localized sensitivity of the vestibule increases, women may notice external dysuria not associated with penetration, intermittent flare-up of vulvar pain (often mistaken as “monthly yeast infections”), and daily burning at the vaginal opening.

Key symptoms that suggest an alternative diagnosis include a history of vulvar itch that the patient reports as scratching (dermatitis), abnormal vaginal bleeding and/or discharge (lichen planus), pain with sitting and bowel movements, or other neurologic symptoms (eg, pudendal neuralgia). A history of atopy and/or other skin conditions also suggests a dermatologic cause for the discomfort. A detailed review of the patient's vulvar hygiene regimen is necessary to identify behaviors, irritants, and/or allergens that may contribute to her discomfort. A history of preceding chronic pelvic pain, dysmenorrhea, or deep dyspareunia may suggest that the superficial dyspareunia is secondary to an underlying primary cause (eg, endometriosis).

Clinical examination

Women with vulvodynia may devote all of their health care visits to finding pain relief and thus neglect routine health examinations and screening tests. Incorporating general screening tests such as blood pressure measurement and a Papanicolaou smear into the examination should be considered if overdue. The specific goals of the clinical examination for women with vulvodynia include exclusion of other diagnoses, patient education, and localization of her vulvar pain. It is worth noting that many women with vulvodynia have had negative experiences with gynecologic examinations, and may be very anxious and even fearful about the upcoming clinical examination. Deferring the examination to a subsequent visit may be necessary.

It is helpful to have the patient observe the clinical examination of the vulva, and this may be facilitated with a handheld mirror. The gynecologist should begin by reviewing the anatomy of the vulva. The vulva and perianal area should be inspected methodically, (Table 4), beginning at one point (mons), systematically examining all surfaces, and noting changes in skin texture and color. If there are significant objective changes to the appearance of the skin, in particular changes to the texture of the skin (eg, erosions, plaques) a biopsy should be considered to rule out vulvar intraepithelial neoplasia. The histologic diagnosis of an inflammatory skin condition (eg, dermatoses) will only be reliable if the patient has been off topical steroids for at least 2 weeks. Next, inspect the anatomy. Changes to the vulvar anatomy (loss of the labia minora, burying of the glans of the clitoris) are suggestive of lichen sclerosus and/or lichen planus. Examine the area for inflammation and/or lesions.

Next, the patient should be asked to describe the location of her pain and quantify the pain prior to palpation of the vulva. A visual pain analog scale (rated 0–10) is a helpful tool to help the patient quantify their pain. The vulva should be palpated with light consistent pressure using a moistened cotton swab in a clockwise manner (mons, labia majora, and perineal and perianal skin areas). The patient is asked to report if the area that is being palpated is painful and if the palpation provokes and/or makes the pain worse. The labia minora should be gently separated by the clinician or the patient herself, and the vestibule inspected. Gently pulling the labia up, rather than apart, allows for easier viewing of the vestibule. If possible, a moistened cotton swab should be used to lightly palpate...
Table 4 Systematic approach to examining the vulva

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Is the skin normal? (texture, color)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Is the anatomy/architecture of the vulva normal?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Is there any inflammation? (margins, color, degree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Are there any lesions? Use dermatological terms to describe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the vestibule (Skene’s glands, minor vestibular glands, posterior fourchette) and identify any painful areas. The vestibule is normally a sensitive area, and reports of mild sensitivity (1–3/10) may be within the normal range of sensitivities. Women with PVD may report hyperalgiesia (increased sensitivity to a painful stimulus) and allodynia (pain from a nonpainful stimulus) during the examination. However, they will have normal bulbocavernosus and anal reflexes. Due to the innervation of the vagina (autonomic and pudendal nerves), pain is often poorly localized. Women with sexual pain secondary to PVD often think the “problem” is “inside” the vagina and involves a large area. They are surprised to visualize that the painful area is confined to the vestibule, located only at the entrance to the vagina, and is a small area. This observation will help them to feel more able to control their pain.

If the vestibule is sensitive, lidocaine 2% can be applied topically. The vestibule can be palpated again 3 minutes later to see if the sensitivity has decreased enough to allow for an internal examination. If possible, a narrow speculum should be inserted into the vagina. The vaginal mucosa should be inspected for signs of atrophy, inflammation, and/or adhesions. The speculum should then be removed and palpation of the rest of the lower genital tract performed.

A single digit can be inserted just beyond the hymenal ring into the vagina in order to assess the tone and function of the pelvic floor muscles to judge the depth of the levator ani muscle bulk from the perineal body and the relative size of the muscular opening between these muscles from right to left.38 The greater the tone, the further superior the muscle opening is from the perineal body and the smaller and tighter the opening. A high tone will often result in the clinician having to insert the examining finger “up and over” these muscles to enter into the vagina. The woman should then be asked to contract her pelvic floor muscles to assess her ability to control the muscles, the strength of the contraction, and ability to relax the muscles fully after the contraction. Patients with pelvic floor dysfunction will often demonstrate poor contractile function, slow and hesitant release of the contraction, and release back to a tense pelvic floor resting tone.

The vaginal walls, deep pelvic floor muscles, ischial spines, and base of the bladder should be sequentially palpated. Changes to the vaginal anatomy such as adhesions and/or constriction rings are signs of an erosive vaginitis (eg, lichen planus). Palpation of the ischial spines will provoke pain in women with pudendal neuralgia. Tenderness under the urethra or bladder neck may signal interstitial cystitis. Women with pelvic floor dysfunction may also demonstrate tenderness along the obturator internus muscles and elevated fascial tension (arcus tendineus fascia pelvis and/or arcus tendineus levator ani).39 Finally, a bimanual examination of the uterus, cul de sac, and adnexa should be performed to rule out pelvic pathology that may give rise to deep dyspareunia.

If the patient cannot tolerate an internal examination because of pain or pelvic floor tightness, the examination should be deferred until there is diminished vulvar pain, although not indefinitely. Patients with lifelong pelvic floor tightness may have anatomical defects, such as a vaginal septum. Likewise, women with erosive lichen planus may present with minimal vestibular findings but have inflammation, erosions, and/or scarring in the vagina, suggesting an erosive vaginitis.

Laboratory investigations

Patients with vulvodynia are often misdiagnosed as having an infectious vaginitis. The vaginal discharge can be assessed by testing the pH and obtaining a vaginal sample that can be sent for a Gram stain and culture. A Gram stain of the vaginal discharge will identify the presence (or absence) of lactobacilli, clue cells, white blood cells, and active yeast elements. An acidic pH, presence of lactobacilli, and absence of clue cells will exclude bacterial vaginosis. A negative vaginal culture may be helpful in ruling out yeast vaginitis, whereas a positive culture may not differentiate between colonization and infection. A review of all past vaginal Gram stains and cultures will help to assess the likelihood of recurrent yeast vaginitis.

Key findings of vulvodynia

Typically women with primarily daily chronic unprovoked pain (generalized vulvodynia) report the presence of moderate burning prior to palpation, and palpation may not necessarily provoke further pain. In contrast, women with sexual pain (PVD) will be pain-free prior to palpation and then report significant pain with palpation of the vestibule. The key criteria for diagnosing PVD are a history of severe pain during attempted vaginal entry and tenderness to pressure (palpation with a cotton swab) localized to the vestibule in the absence
of other pathology. The presence of focal vestibular erythema (around the minor vestibular glands and/or Bartholin’s ducts) is a common but inconsistent finding with PVD, and not an indication for skin biopsy. It is important to note that the presence of vestibular tenderness and diffuse moderate erythema can be found in other inflammatory conditions, such as lichen planus, plasma cell vulvitis, and graft versus host disease. A biopsy may not necessarily be helpful in diagnosis of these conditions. Gynecologists need to be aware of the limitations of a skin biopsy and the subsequent pathologist’s report. The biopsy is a sample of the area, and depending on the location, depth, and size, it may not necessarily be representative of the underlying vulvar disease. Vulvar disease experts often rely on discriminating facts from the patient’s history and their clinical examination to recognize patterns of disease. The pathologic findings often support the working diagnosis while not necessarily being diagnostic. Thus, if there is any question about a possible underlying skin condition, then a referral to an expert in vulvar diseases is strongly recommended. In most cases, the clinician will find minimal objective findings when assessing women with vulvodynia. In the absence of other clinical findings, further laboratory investigations and/or imaging studies (eg, ultrasound or computed tomography scan) are not indicated. A thorough clinical examination is essential to reassure the patient that other diagnoses have been systematically excluded.

**Clinical management**

The first step in helping the woman and couple is to validate that the pain is “real” and that it has a name, ie, “vulvodynia”. The woman and/or her partner may have at some point wondered if it was “all in her head”. It is very important that the partner and/or support person hears directly from the clinician that vulvodynia is a legitimate pain condition. Information that is relevant to discuss includes: the prevalence of this condition, possible causes for the original acute pain, how acute pain can become chronic, and the negative impact of pain on psychologic health (eg, depression) and sexual health (eg, loss of sexual desire). It is helpful to use a pelvic model and/or clear anatomic diagrams to reinforce what areas of the vulva are affected and the relationship between the vulva, pelvic floor muscles, peripheral nerves, and central nervous system. The clinician should introduce the concept that the pain experience is multidimensional and that other factors are likely contributing to her pain. The woman and her partner should be given ample opportunity for questions. After the woman and her partner understand the diagnosis, they can then be referred to other resources for more information (books, website, and patient associations). Women and their partners in our treatment program appreciate getting information directly from the physician, as they have found other sources of information (eg, Internet) very confusing.

The second step is to provide suggestions regarding skin care and symptom management. Treatment recommendations should be patient-centered, not disease-centered. Many management algorithms for the treatment of vulvodynia do not take into consideration the patient’s characteristics and the context in which she is experiencing pain. Women should be encouraged to shift their focus from finding out exactly “what” precipitated the discomfort to managing the discomfort. Promotion of self-management strategies in individuals with chronic pain may be associated with increased self-efficacy, improved internal locus of control for pain, and reduced health care visits. An important step in managing this discomfort is to stop all inappropriate treatments. A review of their past and current treatments often reveals a long list of ineffective therapies, such as topical antiyeast, antibacterial, steroid, and hormonal creams.

Further, women often attempt to “wash their symptoms away” by using chemicals (eg, antibacterial soaps) and physical practices (eg, frequent bathing) that are damaging to the skin. The clinician should review these and provide the patient with a handout outlining good skin care and vulvar hygiene practices. Daily use of a hypoallergenic moisturizer or barrier cream applied to the vulva should be recommended to help hydrate and protect the skin.

Mild sexual discomfort may be reduced with topical anesthetics, eg, lidocaine 2%–5%, prior to penetration. Topical lidocaine may cause a contact dermatitis, and patients should be cautioned to discontinue use if they develop a reaction to the medication. The couple should only attempt penetrative sex when the woman is in a state of high sexual arousal because the physical changes associated with arousal will help make intercourse more comfortable. The woman and her partner should be encouraged to explore strategies to reduce her discomfort (use of lubricants, different sexual positions, using a reverse Kegel’s prior to insertion). Women who are experiencing moderate or severe pain with sex should be advised to avoid the painful sexual activity. Avoidance of intercourse will not cause the pain to go away but it will reduce the association between sex and pain.

Recommending local estrogen replacement in perimenopausal and postmenopausal women with vulvodynia is the first step in addressing vulvar discomfort in this age group.
Local estrogen therapy has been found to ameliorate the negative impact of vulvovaginal atrophy on the sexual health of postmenopausal women, and the combination of estrogen and local lidocaine effectively treats severe unprovoked postmenopausal vestibulodynia. It is my opinion that adequate estrogen replacement therapy in this age group requires both intravaginal therapy and topical estrogen therapy (compounded in a hypoallergenic base) to the vestibule. The role of topical estrogen in treating reproductive-aged women who are well estrogenized is unknown.

Patient adherence to recommendations may be affected by the stress of the initial visit, receiving too much information, and/or receiving information that disagrees with her beliefs. Thus, a critical goal of the first visit is to provide a diagnosis she understands and accepts, while confidently excluding other diagnoses that she may secretly fear (eg, cancer, sexually transmitted infections). In-depth discussion of treatment options may be best deferred until the patient has a chance to process the relevant information about her diagnosis. For example, if a patient is convinced her pain is due to a yeast infection, she will expect the gynecologist to provide antifungal therapy. If instead she receives a diagnosis of vulvodynia (something she has never heard of before) and is given a prescription for an antidepressant, in all likelihood she will not fill that prescription. She may not even return to the doctor. At our center, 34.7% of women presenting for assessment to our multidisciplinary vulvodynia program report choosing not to follow an earlier doctor’s treatment recommendation.

Patients who have been suffering for 3–6 months may respond to reassurance regarding the benign nature of the condition, simple skin care, and pain relief recommendations. While the natural history of vulvodynia is unknown, spontaneous remission rates of up to 56% have been reported. However, patients who have been experiencing pain for more than 6 months, in particular women with sexual pain, will benefit from a more holistic approach and additional counseling. Follow-up visits will need to assess further the other factors that are likely contributing to her ongoing pain, ie, psychosexual concerns and pelvic floor muscle dysfunction, and provide further pain management (Figure 1).

Psychologic and sexual therapy
How women with vulvodynia think and feel about their pain has an impact on their pain experience. Supportive psychotherapy and cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) are both effective for women experiencing sexual pain secondary to PVD. As previously noted, many women with PVD have negative self-perception (“I’m not normal”) and thought patterns (“I will never have pain-free sex”) that can influence their experience of pain. A gynecologist can reduce a woman’s distress by explaining the relationship between negative thoughts (“I am not normal”), feelings (eg, shame), and behaviors (eg, not socializing). It is helpful for the gynecologist to help patients identify and challenge these problematic thoughts. “Yes I have vulvodynia. Other women have vulvodynia and many have got better. One day my pain will go away.”

Education alone has been found to be helpful in reducing psychologic and sexual distress in women with sexual pain due to PVD. Thus, while a gynecologist may not feel comfortable about providing in-depth sexual counseling, he or she can relieve a woman’s sexual distress by providing basic sexual education. First, one can begin by discussing a woman’s normal sexual response cycle and how pain can have a predictable negative impact on this cycle. This sexual “fall out” can be framed as an expected consequence of experiencing pain during sex. The decreasing frequency and breadth of sexual intimacy within a relationship is often a result of the woman’s attempt to avoid further pain, and her feelings of shame and/or perceived “failure” associated with attempts at sexual intercourse. Male partners often worry that their female partner is “not interested in them” or that they are “doing something wrong”. On the other hand, a woman’s partner may be the one to withdraw sexually because he or she may be very anxious about causing pain to the partner. The woman may interpret this withdrawal as rejection and further “proof” that she is sexually “inadequate”. These unspoken beliefs and behaviors can lead to tension in the relationship and a breakdown in communication. Having a health professional frame this sexual fall out as an understandable and predictable outcome of experiencing sexual pain will help

**Psychologic and sexual therapy**

How women with vulvodynia think and feel about their pain has an impact on their pain experience. Supportive psychotherapy and cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) are both effective for women experiencing sexual pain secondary to PVD. As previously noted, many women with PVD have negative self-perception (“I’m not normal”) and thought patterns (“I will never have pain-free sex”) that can influence their experience of pain. A gynecologist can reduce a woman’s distress by explaining the relationship between negative thoughts (“I am not normal”), feelings (eg, shame), and behaviors (eg, not socializing). It is helpful for the gynecologist to help patients identify and challenge these problematic thoughts. “Yes I have vulvodynia. Other women have vulvodynia and many have got better. One day my pain will go away.”

Education alone has been found to be helpful in reducing psychologic and sexual distress in women with sexual pain due to PVD. Thus, while a gynecologist may not feel comfortable about providing in-depth sexual counseling, he or she can relieve a woman’s sexual distress by providing basic sexual education. First, one can begin by discussing a woman’s normal sexual response cycle and how pain can have a predictable negative impact on this cycle. This sexual “fall out” can be framed as an expected consequence of experiencing pain during sex. The decreasing frequency and breadth of sexual intimacy within a relationship is often a result of the woman’s attempt to avoid further pain, and her feelings of shame and/or perceived “failure” associated with attempts at sexual intercourse. Male partners often worry that their female partner is “not interested in them” or that they are “doing something wrong”. On the other hand, a woman’s partner may be the one to withdraw sexually because he or she may be very anxious about causing pain to the partner. The woman may interpret this withdrawal as rejection and further “proof” that she is sexually “inadequate”. These unspoken beliefs and behaviors can lead to tension in the relationship and a breakdown in communication. Having a health professional frame this sexual fall out as an understandable and predictable outcome of experiencing sexual pain will help
couples to stop blaming themselves and each other, and begin
to develop skills to move forward.

Many couples have got out of the “habit” of being sexual,
and often describe their relationship as one of “platonic
roommates”. Scheduling and/or planning time for sex will
help the woman to prepare for it and feel more in control.
Couples should be explicit with each other about what sexual
activities they will and will not engage in. Painful sex needs
to be taken off the “sexual menu”. Many couples have limited
“sexual scripts” and may not easily be able to replace inter-
course with other forms of sexual intimacy. A list of resources
(videos, books) may be helpful for these couples.

If the relationship is stable (ie, with emotional intimacy),
then couples should be encouraged to work first on their
physical intimacy and not always link physical touch
(hugging, kissing) with sexual foreplay. Women often avoid
or are averse to any physical touch because they are afraid
it will signal to their partner that they are willing to be sexual.
Couples should then be encouraged to engage in pleasurable
nonpenetrative sensual and/or sexual activity. Some couples
may need to start slowly with sensate focus exercises. This
will allow the woman to let down her guard, relax, tune into
her body, and enjoy the physical pleasure associated with
touch. Automatic negative thoughts may emerge outside
of and during sexual activity. For example, the expecta-
tion of pain with sexual intercourse (“I know this will hurt,
it always hurts”) will result in ambivalence about having
intercourse, reduced arousal/lubrication, and involuntary
muscle contraction with penetration, leading to further pain.
The cycle becomes self-perpetuating, with every painful
sexual experience reinforcing the woman’s avoidance of sex
or limiting her sexual experiences to brief painful attempts
at intercourse. Staying in the moment (“right now we are
just kissing and I enjoy kissing”), rather than anticipating
pain and/or judging her own sexual performance is crucial
to breaking this cycle.

Couples may find it difficult to communicate about and
address interpersonal and sex-related problems. They may
feel awkward about scheduling sex, engaging in sensate focus
activities, or expanding their sexual repertoire. Lovemaking
is a skill that benefits from deliberate practice. If both part-
ners “cannot find the time” to talk about their problems or be
sexual (avoidance behaviors), seeking the services of a sexual
health professional can be crucial for improvement.

Physical therapy
Chronic daily vulvar and sexual pain can be associated with
changes to the pelvic floor muscles, including increased
pelvic floor tone, instability of the pelvic floor muscles,
poor pelvic floor muscle control, and phobic avoidance.
Initial goals of physical therapy are to increase the patient’s
awareness of her pelvic floor muscles, increase her ability
to locate, contract, and fully relax these muscles, and to
address reflex guarding and/or muscle spasm (vaginismus
reflex).

The gynecologist can help women by teaching them
three simple physical maneuvers: a Kegel’s maneuver,
a reverse Kegel’s maneuver, and superficial perineal massage.
The rationale for the exercises should be explained to the
woman, ie, to assess her control and awareness of these
muscles. During the pelvic examination, the clinician can
ask the woman to locate and contract the pubococcygeus
muscles. Instruct the patient to contract around the examina-
tion finger; she can use a quick contraction (3 seconds) and
release (3 seconds) and then a long contraction (10 seconds)
and release (10 seconds). The gynecologist should provide
feedback as to whether or not she is using the correct pelvic
floor muscles or other accessory muscles (abdomen, leg,
and buttocks) to help with the contraction. Patients should
be encouraged to practice contracting and fully relaxing the
pelvic floor muscles regularly throughout the day (10 sets of
contraction followed by relaxation three times per day). This
should increase her awareness about how to control and relax
her pelvic floor muscles. Patients can also be instructed on
how to perform a reverse Kegel’s maneuver and/or Valsalva
maneuver. This maneuver can help relax or “push out” the
superficial pelvic floor muscles, thereby increasing the
capacity of the introitus. Patients find this a useful strategy
to employ prior to inserting anything into the vagina.

Superficial perineal massage is often taught to pregnant
woman in the hope of avoiding perineal trauma during
delivery. Likewise, it can be used to help the woman with
vulvodynia to gradually desensitize the area through touching
and to increase the pliability of her superficial pelvic floor
muscles. Instruct the woman to use a lubricant and/or massage
oil to insert her thumb into her vagina (one inch) and then press
down towards the anus until the stretch is uncomfortable but
not painful. She should then hold that position for one minute
while focusing on relaxing the pelvic floor, then slowly mas-
sage the lower vagina using a U-shaped movement from side
to side for up to 3 minutes a day. The woman’s partner can be
instructed on how to massage the muscles using their index
finger, and can do this prior to any penetrative activity.

Many women with sexual pain demonstrate a guarding
reflex in anticipation of pain. While this may be evident dur-
ing clinical examination, it may be a result of anticipation
of pain and/or secondary to a painful examination, and not necessarily reflective of what happens in the sexual setting. Patients with severe pelvic floor muscle tightness and phobia will describe feeling like there is something “blocking” the vagina, and the partner has to push past this obstacle to penetrate. The couple may not be able to consummate their relationship. If severe anxiety is present, then this involuntary contraction of the superficial pelvic floor muscles will result in a diminished vaginal opening and increased friction and/or pressure when anything is inserted into the vagina. Many women will benefit greatly by treating their anxiety around penetration by using vaginal inserts in a stepwise manner, from small insert to large insert, using inserts by themselves and then in the presence of a partner, and using inserts in a nonsexual and then sexual setting. Again the gynecologist can provide guidance on where to purchase the inserts and how to use them. Work with a mental health professional is often key to overcoming the associated anxiety and avoidance.

While some women may be able to address their pelvic floor muscle control once given clear guidance, many will need the expert care of a pelvic floor physiotherapist. Pelvic floor physiotherapists offer a range of therapies including: biofeedback to reduce resting pelvic floor muscle tone; pelvic floor exercises to identify, isolate, and improve control of the pelvic floor muscles; and myofascial release, trigger point pressure, and massage therapy.

Medical therapy

In our multidisciplinary vulvodynia program, women (primarily with PVD) begin treatment by adhering to the above recommendations regarding symptom management, psychosexual counseling, and pelvic floor physiotherapy. The program comprises 12 appointments over 12 weeks. At the time of discharge, the vast majority of women will notice an improvement in symptoms and are motivated to pursue the above therapies. However, there is a small proportion of women who wish to pursue other medical and/or surgical therapies.

A variety of medical therapies have been proposed by experts for the treatment of vulvodynia (Table 5). Despite numerous publications reporting over 30 different therapeutic interventions, research regarding the medical treatment of vulvodynia has failed to identify a convincing therapeutic intervention. Given the hypothesis that the chronic discomfort may be secondary to central and peripheral nervous system sensitization, oral pain adjuvants (eg, antidepressants and anticonvulsants) are often recommended as first-line treatment for vulvodynia. The quality of research in this area is variable, with the majority of studies being descriptive rather than experimental. Three recent systematic and critical reviews of this literature have failed to find sufficient evidence to support the recommendation of using oral pain adjuvants to treat vulvodynia. The ideal vulvodynia patient, type of oral pain adjuvant medication, route of medication delivery, and dose and duration of therapy are still unknown to treat vulvodynia when prescribing either antidepressants or anticonvulsants. Descriptive studies regarding use of antidepressants, such as tricyclic antidepressants and serotonin reuptake inhibitors, to treat vulvodynia report success rates of 27%–100%. However, a well-designed randomized controlled trial by Foster et al failed to find a therapeutic effect of tricyclic antidepressants with or without 5% lidocaine versus placebo. The majority of published studies used tricyclic antidepressants, ie, amitriptyline, desipramine, or nortriptyline. Doses reported ranged from 10 mg to 225 mg daily. Most women need to be started at a low dose and slowly titrated over weeks to a higher dose. The side effects may limit the dose that can be sustained. Side effects associated with tricyclic antidepressants include sedation, constipation, dry mouth, cognitive dysfunction, and sexual dysfunction. The duration of treatment reported in the studies ranged from 4 weeks to 30 months.

The studies reviewed regarding the use of anticonvulsants, eg, gabapentin, pregabalin, or lamotrigine, to treat vulvodynia have reported success rates in the range of 50%–82%. The majority of these descriptive studies used oral gabapentin starting at a dose of 300 mg per day, increasing by 300 mg per week to a maximum of 1,200 mg per day. Doses up to 3,000 mg are reported. Anticonvulsants are reported to be better tolerated than antidepressants, with

| Table 5 Examples of medical therapies applied to vulvodynia |
|---------------------------------|---|---|
| Medication applied to | PVD | GVD |
| Beclomethasone/lidocaine injections | x | |
| Botulinum toxin injections | x | x |
| Interferon injections | | |
| Oral calcium citrate | x | |
| Oral TCA antidepressants (amitriptyline, desipramine) | x | x |
| Oral SSRI antidepressants ( duloxetine) | | x |
| Oral antifungals (fluconazole, ketoconazole) | | x |
| Oral anticonvulsants ( gabapentin, pregabalin) | x | x |
| Topical 5% lidocaine | x | |
| Topical capsaicin | x | |
| Topical cromolyn | x | |
| Topical gabapentin | x | x |
| Topical montelukast | x | |
| Topical nifedipine | x | |
| Topical nitroglycerin | x | |

Abbreviations: PVD, provoked vestibulodynia; GVD, generalized vulvodynia.
fewer side effects. Side effects associated with gabapentin include sedation, sleep disturbances, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, and headache. This medication has an effect on sexual function, and gabapentin-induced anorgasmia has been reported in women. The impact of this medication on sexual function in women with vulvar pain is unknown because the studies did not include sexual function as an outcome. The reported duration of treatment ranged from 4 weeks to 30 months. A multicenter, randomized clinical trial is currently underway to examine the effectiveness of extended-release gabapentin in women with sexual pain secondary to provoked vestibulodynia.

Based on my clinical experience, I believe there is a legitimate role for oral pain adjuvants in treating a select group of women with vulvodynia. I use oral pain adjuvants as a first-line therapy only for women with moderate to severe daily vulvar pain that is interfering with their quality of life and/or activities of daily living. These women are often motivated to tolerate medication side effects, and remain on the medication for the sustained period of time needed to notice improvements over 3–6 months. I believe oral pain adjuvants have limited if any benefit in treating women who are primarily experiencing sexual pain. Patient adherence is critical for success. Start at a low test dose for several days, gradually titrate up the dose to the recommended dose over a month as tolerated, and set realistic time expectations. Side effects are a common complaint and should be managed aggressively. A woman may need to try several different medications before finding one that she can tolerate. All patients should be advised not to abruptly discontinue medication but rather to taper off slowly.

**Surgical therapy**

There are case reports of success using nerve stimulation via implanted electrodes and serial local and regional nerve blocks to treat chronic daily vulvar pain. Experimental trials and long-term follow-up are needed to see if either procedure is effective. In regards to the surgical treatment of sexual pain secondary to provoked vestibulodynia, the literature would suggest that surgery is an effective intervention. Reported success rates range from 61% to 94%. One of the most common procedures, the modified vestibulectomy, involves excision of the hymenal ring from the 3 to 9 o'clock position and of the superficial vestibular mucosa to Hart's line. There are many methodologic problems with the studies, and questions still remain regarding: for whom the treatment is effective (prognostic patient characteristics); what specific surgical procedures are best (perineoplasty, modified vestibulectomy, focal excision); and the long-term outcomes in regards to pain and sexual function. Many patients and clinicians would consider surgical intervention as a last resort. In a randomized controlled trial by Bergeron et al comparing biofeedback, cognitive behavioral therapy, and vestibulectomy, all participating women reported improvement over time. In fact, at the 2.5 year follow-up, the women who received cognitive behavioral therapy reported a reduction in sexual pain similar to that in the group of women who had the surgical intervention (modified vestibulectomy).

A comprehensive analysis of the research regarding medical and surgical treatments for vulvodynia is beyond the scope of this paper, and interested readers are directed to the excellent published critical reviews in this area. While the lack of evidence for treatment effectiveness should not limit clinical practice, in general I believe that clinicians should avoid recommending medical treatments that are based on case reports from small numbers of patients and are potentially harmful to patients (eg, capsaicin cream, botulinum toxin A, vaginal diazepam). Many of the medical therapies proposed (eg, cromolyn cream, nifedipine, botulinum injections, fluconazole) in small case series have ultimately not been found to be superior to placebo in treating vulvodynia in well designed studies.

**Placebo effect**

Finally, the placebo intervention effect (>50% decrease in pain) seen in the treatment of vulvodynia may account for up to 33% of reported improvement. Clinicians should consider this when interpreting “success” rates of any given intervention. Giving the women's pain a “name”, validating the pain as real, and then giving her a treatment for which she can expect pain relief can all have a powerful influence on her perception and subsequent control over the pain, highlighting the importance of thoughts, emotions, and feelings. The improvement in both treatment and placebo groups in the randomized controlled trials in this area may also indicate a high background remission rate for vulvodynia. In a recent study, Davis et al reported that 41% of women with sexual pain secondary to vulvodynia who did not participate in any treatment reported a significant improvement of their pain over a 2-year interval. Women who reported trying any type of treatment (physical, psychological, sexual, surgical, and/or medical) all reported significant reductions in pain and psychosexual improvement over this period of time. There was no difference between the treatments in diminishing pain. Thus the gynecologist can be optimistic when counseling women with vulvodynia, that they can expect to see an improvement in their pain with treatment.
Conclusion

Vulvodynia is a chronic pain condition that is best understood in terms of a combination of biological, psychological, and social factors affecting a woman’s health, ie, the biopsychosocial model of illness. The management of women with vulvodynia should be individualized, holistic, and if possible multidisciplinary. The gynecologist has a key role in the assessment of not only a woman’s vulvar sensitivity, but also her pelvic floor muscle health, her thoughts and reactions to her pain, and her sexual health. The important initial steps in management include excluding other causes for her pain, providing education about chronic pain and the impact of pain on health, and providing recommendations for symptom management. The gynecologist may focus subsequent visits on assessing further and addressing the woman’s pelvic floor muscles and function and psychosexual health. Referral of women with vulvodynia to other relevant health care providers (pelvic floor physiotherapists, sexual health counselors, cognitive behavioral therapists) is strongly recommended to not only address pain but also the negative impact of chronic pain on overall quality of life.
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